Fall 2023 CMWS Seminar Series
Fridays 11:30 – 12:45 pm, CSCC 300
All Welcome

• Sept 1: Dr Erin Hackett: Ground-based Radar Remote Sensing in the Marine Environment (Coastal Carolina University)

• Sept 8: Dr Christopher Osburn: Coastal Indigestion: Consequences of excessive organic matter loading in estuaries after extreme weather events (NC State)

• Sept 15: Dr Katy Serafin: How the timing and relative contribution of extreme coastal water levels vary seasonally along the US Atlantic Coast (University of Florida)

• Sept 22: Vivian Turner: Implementing a 3D aqueous transport model for emergency response (Savannah River National Lab)

• Sept 29*: Dr Larry Collins: Living Shorelines: Sites of Social Controversy (Longwood University)

• Oct 6*: Matt Gorstein: Putting Science to Work and Kate Finegan: Maybe we can use that mud? Exploring the feasibility of Thin Layer Placement in South Carolina (SC Seagrant)

• Oct 13: Dr. Bonnie Teece: TBA (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA - virtual)

• Oct 20: Dr Andrea Erhardt: Redox chemistry and Carbonate diagenesis on the Southern Campbell Plateau, IODP Site U1553 (University of Kentucky)

• Oct 27: TBA

• Nov 3: Dr Joseph Werne: TBA (University of Pittsburg)

• Nov 10, 17: CMWS student research lightning talks

• Dec 1: TBA

*September 29th & October 6th Seminar will be in CSCC 203

Join us!